Skeletal numbers and their valences have been extremely useful in analyzing and categorizing clusters especially boranes, carbonyls, and Zintl ions. This approach is being extended to the analysis and categorization of golden clusters. The newly introduced concept of graphing will also be applied to the clusters. The capping symbol Kp = C Y C[Mx] which has been restricted to post-closo clusters will be adapted for pre-closo cluster series. The concept of the existence of black holes in the nuclei of capping golden clusters will be introduced and explained.
Introduction
The first golden cluster to be synthesized was Au 11 I 3 L 7 in 1968 (Mingos, 1984) . Since then many more clusters have been synthesized (Cotton &Wilkinson, 1980; Greenwood&Earnshaw,1998; Gimeno,2008; Kilmartin, 2010; Kwok-Ming, 2011 , Konishi, 2014 .The golden clusters have attracted immense interest among many scientists in terms of trying to understand their geometrical shapes, bonding and potential applications in catalysis and nanotechnology (Corti, et al, 2005; Zhang, et al, 2014) . The fascinating shapes of gold have been described by a number of ways, for instance, Au 4 I 2 L 4 , tetrahedral; Au 6 L 6 2+ , (L = PPh 3 ), octahedral; Au 8 L 8 2+ , chair-like centered hexagon; Au 13 Cl 2 L 10 3+ , (L= PMe 2 Ph); icosahedron; Au 8 L 7
2+ and Au 9 L 8 3+ ; flat, ring, torus or doughnut-shaped ( Cotton & Wilkinson, 1980; Greenwood & Earnshaw, 1998) . Further descriptions include, centered polyhedral, non-centered polyhedral and exo-attached polyhedral clusters (Konishi,2014) . The recent application of the 4n series method to the analysis and categorization of golden clusters indicated almost all the clusters with nuclearity index 4 and above belong to the CAPPING SERIES (Kiremire, 2016 (Kiremire, , 2017 . With the development of skeletal numbers and the concept of graph theory of capping series (Kiremire, 2017b (Kiremire, , 2017c , it will be interesting to investigate how the golden cluster structures look like under the series graph theory.
Results and Discussion
In order to be able to compare and contrast the structures of gold as compared to other clusters, let us compare and contrast the structures of two hypothetical clusters, namely C 6 H 10 and Au 6 H 10 . The K value of C 6 H 10 : K =6[2]-5 =7; K(n) = 7(6),S =4n+10. In the case of Au 6 H 10 : K = 6[3.5]-5 = 16; K(n) = 16(6), S =4n-8, Kp = C 5 C[M1]. The calculation of skeletal linkages of clusters has been discussed extensively (Kiremire, 2017d) . Let us analyze these cases one at a time.
Ex-1: C 6 H 10 : K =6[2]-5 =7; K(n) = 7(6),S =4n+10. The symbol K(n) = 7(6) means that the 6 carbon skeletal atoms in the formula are joined by 7 linkages or bonds. One of the possible skeletal isomers is shown as F-1. The skeletal number of carbon [C] , K =2, gold, [Au], K = 3.5, [H] as a ligand, K = -0.5 since it is a 1 electron donor (refer to appendixes 1 and 2). The number of valence electrons can also be derived from the series formula: Ve = 4n+10 = 4(6) +10 = 34. This figure can be confirmed from the cluster formula itself: VF = 6[4] +10 = 34. 6 [11] +10 = 76. Since Kp= C 5 C[M1], the capping symbol can guide us to sketch a skeletal isomeric structure, F-2.
Ex-3: Zn 6 H 10 : K = 6[3]-5 = 13; K(n) = 13(6), S = 4n-2, Kp = C 2 C[M4]. This is a bi-capped tetrahedron. Its possible isomeric structure has been proposed F-3.
Ex-4: B 6 H 10 : K = 6[2.5]-5 = 10; K(n) = 10(6), S =4n+4(q = 4). The closo series is given by S = 4n+2(q = 2). Since the ordinary series, q runs in the multiples of 2, S = 4n+4 is a step before S = 4n+2. If we follow the Rudolph type of capping series, then the closo above B 6 H 10 will have a K value of 13 and n = 7. Hence, its closo cluster parameter will be K(n) = 13(7) = [M7]. Since capping clusters after [M7] are expressed as Kp = C y C [Mx] , then the de-capping series can be expressed as Kp = C -Y C [Mx] . Therefore, the cluster K(n) = 10(6), can be expressed as Kp = C -1 C[M7]. According to this approach, this symbol means, its K(n) is one step below the closo base, that is, ∆K = -3, and ∆n = -1 ≡∆K(∆n) = -3(-1). We can express this idea diagrammatically, SC-1. This means that by comparing the q value of a cluster and that of the "standard reference" closo system, we can determine the relative positions of the K(n) values and hence numerically categorize the cluster, in this case 10(6), Kp = C -1 C[M7].
Ex-5: B 5 H 9 and Ex-6: B 4 H 10 were numerically categorized in the same way.
10(6) 13 (7) [M7] 4n+2 4n+4 
Is K(n) = 13(6) a member of [M4] series of numbers?. Let us check it out.
[M6]
Look at the K(n) numbers: [M6]; 11(6) 8 ( (10) 19 (10) 16 (9) 13(8) 10(7)
The flow of K(n) numbers: the clan series (and families)
Since the main group and transition metal elements have been assigned skeletal numbers, this means that any cluster small or large that comprises these elements can naturally be assigned a cluster number parameter K(n) and hence be categorized. Take the examples: [1]-24(0.5) = 33; K(n) = 33(24), S = 4n+30. In this case q = 30 and we have to compare this with q = 2 for a closo system. That is, q = 30→q =2. The gap is 28 or we must subtract 28 from 30 to arrive at q = 2. Hence ∆q = -28 = -14(2). In terms of series, it means we have to go down numerically by 14 steps corresponding to an increase in n value by 14. Hence, the new n = 24+14 = 38. This means the CLOSO system will correspond to n = 38 → [M38] . Similarly, the quinine formula itself will be at 14 steps below the [M38] closo system. Therefore its symbol is appropriately set at Kp = C 
SC-5
The rest of the examples we can just demonstrate the categorization and the flow of K(n) number series. When we analyze more closely, it is quite clear that chemical elements, fragments, molecular formulas and clusters comprising of the main group and transition metals can readily be categorized using skeletal numbers. Therefore the clusters such as boranes, carboranes, metalloboranes, transition metal carbonyls, Zintl ion clusters and others all belong to one universe of clusters which obey a simple cluster formula S = 4n+q(q>0, non-capping clusters; q≤0, capping clusters) and a simple parameter K(n). It has been proposed that the clusters are best grouped according to the CLOSO NUCLEAR SYSTEM [Mx] . Although the golden clusters are usually centered around the closo nuclei [M1] and [M2] series, a number of examples of [Mx] series have been provided to allow readers to have familiarity with the beautiful flow of K(n) numbers. The important Rudolph correlation system set up about 40 years ago is a subset of the universe of K(n) numbers. A sample of selected [Mx] series SRS -1 are given below for illustrations and a selected collection of golden clusters are analyzed using skeletal numbers and their skeletal graphs mixed with a few non-golden clusters for comparison are shown F-6 to F-34 -1(0)→2(1) →5(2)→8(3)→11(4)→14(5)→17(6)→20(7)→23(8)→26(9)→29(10)→32(11)→35(12)→38 (13) [M1]Series:1(1)→4(2)→7(3)→10(4)→13(5)→16(6)→19(7)→22(8)→25(9)→28(10)→31(11)→34(12)→37(13)→40 ( 14)→43 (15)→46 (16)→49 (17)→52 (18)→55 (19)→58 (20)→61 (21)→64 (22)→67 (23)→70 (24) (17)→51 (18)→54 (19)→57 (20)→60 (21)→63 (22)→66 (23)→69 (24)→72 (25), ….
BELOW [M2]
3(2)→0 (1) [M3]Series
5(3)→8(4)
→11 (5) →14 (6) →17 (7) →20 (8)→23 (9)→26 (10)→29 (11)→32 (12)→35 (13)→38 (14)→41 (15)→44 (16)→47 (17)→50 (18)→53 (19)→56 (20)→5 9(21)→62 (22)→65 (23)→68 (24)→71 (25),….
BELOW [M3]
5(3)→2 (2) [M4]Series (20)→58 (21)→61 (22)→64 (23)→67 (24)→70 (25) 19(10)→16(9)→13(8)→10 (7)→7 (6)→4 (5) 21 (11)→18 (10)→15 (9)→12 (8)→9 (7)→6 (6)→3 (5)→0 (4) [M12]Series: (21), ….
7(4)→10(5)→13(6)→16(7)→19(8)→22(9)→25(10)→28(11)→31(12)→34(13)→37(14)→40(15)→43(16)→46(17)→ 49(18)→52(19)→55

23(12)→26(13)→29(14)→32(15)→35(16)→38(17)→41(18)→44(19)→47(20)→50
BELOW [M12]
23(12)→20(11)→17(10)→14(9)→11(8)→8 (7)→5 (6)→2 (5) [M13]Series
25(13)→28(14)→31(15)→34(16)→37(17)→40(18)→43(19)→46(20)→49(21)→52(22),…
BELOW [M13]
25(13)→22(12)→19(11)→16(10)→13(9)→10(8)→7 ( The categorization of K(n) values of the golden clusters into respective [Mx] clan groups can easily be verified using the appropriate series given in SRS-1. The calculation of K values and respective valence electrons from the series formula, Ve and the cluster formula, VF are given in Table 1 . The clusters were regrouped according to [Mx] series and are presented in Table 2 . In order to emphasize the idea of grouping the clusters according to [Mx] (6) 22 (8) 25 (9) 28 ( Au10L6Cl3 + CLUSTER GROUP(CLAN) TREE (2) 9 (4) 21 (8) 27 (10) 30 (11) 36 (13) 39 (14) [M2] K(n) = 11 (6) 14 (7) 17 (8) 20 (9) 23 (10) 47 (12) 62 (23) 80 (23) 107 (38) 125 (44) [M6] 
The Existance of Blackholes in the Nuclei of Some Golden Clusters
In the previous work, it was discovered that the series method could be applied to the analysis and categorization of golden clusters (Kiremire, 2016a (Kiremire, 2017a . It was also found that the majority of the simple clusters of nuclearity index 4-13 had either ONE or TWO golden skeletal elements in the cluster nucleus (Kiremire, 2016a (Kiremire, , 2017a . This information was in agreement with earlier observation by the series method that indeed some clusters had octahedral cluster nuclei in them (Kiremire, 2016b) .The subsequent work also revealed that, clusters could be explained more clearly in terms of their structures and ligand distribution onto skeletal elements by using skeletal numbers and valences (Kiremire, 2017c) . Using skeletal numbers and the ligand distribution concept, it has been discovered that some golden cluster nuclei with [Mx] , where x≤0 do "swallow" skeletal and/or ligand linkages. As a consequence, the numbers of linkages left for binding to ligands are considerably diminished giving rise to some golden clusters being left naked, that is, having no ligands at all. It is proposed that clusters with nuclei which appear to "swallow" cluster linkages be regarded as NUCLEI WITH BLACKHOLES. Examples of golden clusters having nuclei with black-holes are given F-38 to F-41. 
Data Interpretation
A number of golden clusters have been studied by UV-Vis-NID method (Wang, et al, 2016) . For the purposes of illustrating how the series method analysis of clusters could be utilized, these findings are given in Table 3 . For ease of differentiation of the clusters and grouping them, let us refer to the clusters with the same closo nucleus [Mx] as being in the same CLUSTER GROUP but different series S = 4n+q(q varies), while those which belong to the same series S = 4n+q ( q is the same) as being in the same CLUSTER PERIOD. The change of skeletal structure of A 9 L 8 3+ to a different one of Au 9 L 8 + was reported by Mingos (Mingos, 1984) . This transformation can also be explained by the series approach. The K(n) value of Au 9 L 8 3+ is 25(9) while that of Au 9 L 8 + is 24(9). The decrease in K value by 1 results in a decrease of skeletal capping by 1 with a parallel increase in the nuclear index by 1. That is, instead of the geometry having 8 capping elements and 1 in the nucleus it changes into another on having 7 capping skeletal elements and 2 nuclear elements. In terms of cluster grouping proposed, the cluster has moved from CLUSTER GROUP 1[M1] to CLUSTER GROUP 2[M2]. This is illustrated in F-42. Previously, the series were capturing clusters which were mono-capped, bi-capped, tri-capped, and so on (Kiremire, 2015 (Kiremire, , 2016b . The symbol was not extended to the lower series such as CLOSO, NIDO, ARACHNO, and KLAPO. According to the series, the capping or de-capping step involves one skeletal element (∆n = 1) and three skeletal linkages (∆K = 3). Looking at the symbol, Kp = C y C[Mx],y= 1 when S = 4n+0, then S = 4n-2, y= 2, 4n-4, y=3, etc. Moving backwards, from S = 4n+0, y=1, then for S =4n+2, we can set the value of y = 0 and so the capping symbol will be Kp = C 0 C [Mx] . Further movement backwards to S = 4n+4, y= -1, hence, Kp = C -1 C [Mx] . More backward movement, the capping symbol will be as indicated in the Table 4 and SC-7. The table numerically represents the concept (Rudolph, 1976) of correlating borane polyhedral geometrical structures. (15) 29 (15) 26 (14) 23 (13) 20 (12) 17 (11) 14 (10) 11 (9) 
